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Abstract 9 

This study introduces a new approach to investigate the potential effects of air-sea coupling on simulated 10 

precipitation inland over Central Europe. We present an inter-comparison of two regional climate models 11 

(RCMs), namely, the COSMO-CLM (hereafter CCLM) and RCA4 models, which are configured for the 12 

EURO-CORDEX domain in the coupled and atmosphere-only modes. Two versions of the CCLM 13 

model, namely, 4.8 and 5.0, join the inter-comparison being almost two different models while providing 14 

pronouncedly different summer precipitation simulations because of many changes in the dynamics and 15 

physics of CCLM in version 5.0. The coupling effect on the prominent summer dry bias over Central 16 

Europe is analysed using seasonal (JJA) mean statistics for the 30-year period from 1979 to 2009, with a 17 

focus on extreme precipitation under specific weather regimes. The weather regimes are compared 18 

between the coupled and uncoupled simulations to better understand the mechanism of the coupling 19 

effects. 20 

The comparisons of the coupled systems with the atmosphere-only models show that coupling clearly 21 

reduces the dry bias over Central Europe for CCLM 4.8, which has a large dry summer bias, but not for 22 

CCLM 5.0 and RCA4, which have smaller dry biases. This result implies that if the atmosphere-only 23 

model already yields reasonable summer precipitation over Central Europe, not much room for 24 

improvement exists that can be caused by the air-sea coupling over the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. 25 

However, if the atmosphere-only model shows a pronounced summer dry bias because of a lack of 26 

moisture transport from the seas into the region, the considered coupling may create an improved 27 

simulation of summer precipitation over Central Europe, such as for CCLM 4.8. For the latter, the benefit 28 

of coupling varies over the considered timescales. The precipitation simulations that are generated by the 29 

coupled system COSTRICE 4.8 and the atmosphere-only CCLM 4.8 are mostly identical for the summer 30 

mean. However, the COSTRICE simulations are generally more accurate than the atmosphere-only 31 

CCLM simulations if extreme precipitation is considered, particularly under Northerly Circulation 32 

conditions, in which the airflow from the North Atlantic Ocean passes the North Sea in the coupling 33 

domain. The air-sea feedback (e.g., wind, evaporation and sea surface temperature) and land-sea 34 

interactions are better reproduced with the COSTRICE model system than the atmosphere-only CCLM 35 

and lead to an improved simulation of large-scale moisture convergence from the sea to land and, 36 

consequently, increased heavy precipitation over Central Europe. 37 
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1 Introduction 39 

Air-sea interactions and feedback are very important processes to bridge two main components of climate systems, 40 

namely, the atmosphere and ocean, but these components have often been neglected in previous stand-alone regional 41 

atmospheric or ocean models. Stand-alone atmospheric models that use prescribed sea-surface temperatures have been 42 

widely used for climate simulations and projections at the regional scale. However, fine-scale feedbacks that are 43 

associated with air-sea interactions can substantially influence the spatial and temporal structure of regional climates. A 44 

typical example is the Indian Ocean and its effects on the South Asia monsoon, for which air-sea feedbacks are essential 45 

in regulating the development of the South Asia monsoon (e.g., Meehl 1994). Ratnam et al. (2009) coupled the regional 46 

atmospheric model RegCM3 with the regional ocean model ROMS over the Indian Ocean and found that the coupling 47 

considerably improved the simulation of the Indian monsoon rain band over both the ocean and land areas. The Max-48 

Planck ocean model MPI-OM, which was coupled to the regional climate model REMO, was employed over the 49 

Indonesian region and showed a remarkable improvement in the simulation of rainfall (Aldrian et al. 2005). Some 50 

studies noted that air-sea coupling could affect regional climate simulations in both the present climate (Artale et al. 51 

2009; Nabat et al. 2015) and future scenarios (Somot et al. 2008). 52 

Several regional coupled atmosphere-ocean system models (AORCMs) have been developed during the past two 53 

decades for northern European regions (e.g., Gustafsson et al. 1998; Hagedorn et al. 2000; Rummukainen et al. 2001; 54 

Döscher et al. 2002; Schrum et al. 2003; Dieterich et al. 2013; Tian et al. 2013; Ho-Hagemann et al. 2013, 2015; Pham 55 

et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Gröger et al. 2015, Schrum 2016). The first regional coupled atmosphere - sea ice - ocean 56 

models were developed to improve short-range weather forecasts (e.g., Gustafsson et al. 1998) and study the processes 57 

and effects of coupling on the air-sea exchange (e.g., Hagedorn et al. 2000; Schrum et al. 2003). Over the past decade, 58 

the use of coupled models was extended to studies on climate change, particularly for the Baltic Sea (e.g., 59 

Rummukainen et al. 2001; Räisänen et al. 2004; Meier et al. 2011). Only a few current AORCMs cover the North Sea, 60 

so the potential effects of air-sea coupling over this area are still missing in the literature. In this study, we analyse two 61 

AORCMs in which the ocean models cover both the Baltic Sea and North Sea to to provide this missing information.  62 

The effect of air-sea coupling on simulated temperature and precipitation appears not only over the ocean coupling 63 

domain but also inland (e.g., Somot et al. 2008; Ratnam et al. 2009; Pham et al. 2014; Ho-Hagemann et al. 2015). Li 64 

(2006) indicated that varying the SST over the Mediterranean Sea could initiate atmospheric teleconnections, which can 65 

influence precipitation in remote regions such as the Europe-Atlantic region. These changes in precipitation are 66 

associated with high-pressure anomalies and low-level wind convergence over the Europe-Atlantic region and air mass 67 

transport from the ocean (see Fig. 4, Li 2006). Ho-Hagemann et al. (2015) noted that both large-scale moisture 68 

convergence from the Mediterranean Sea and moisture sources from the North Atlantic Ocean that pass the North Sea 69 

contributed to the generation of heavy rainfall over Central Europe during phase 2 of the Oder flood event in July 1997. 70 

Excessively small large-scale moisture convergence from the oceans to the continental area led to the large dry bias of 71 

the atmosphere-only CCLM over Central Europe during this extreme event. The large-scale moisture convergence was 72 

improved in the air-sea coupled system model, and the dry bias was strongly reduced (Ho-Hagemann et al. 2015). 73 

A precipitation dry bias over large areas of mid-latitude continents is a common problem for many atmospheric 74 

models (Vidale et al. 2003). Several studies in Central and Eastern Europe noted a dry bias in many regional climate 75 

models (RCMs) during the summer, such as in the assessment for the MERCURE project (Hagemann et al. 2001, 2004) 76 

and the joint standard evaluation for the EURO-CORDEX RCM ensemble (Kotlarski et al. 2014). This so-called 77 

summer drying problem is a long-standing problem that is still neither fully understood nor resolved for many RCMs. 78 

This dry bias should be reduced as much as possible before the respective climate models are applied to perform climate 79 
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projections so that more precise climate scenarios can be obtained. For example, a potential consequence of the summer 80 

drying problem is an incorrect analysis of changes in extreme precipitation based on climate projections and hindcast 81 

simulations. Here, the extreme precipitation is underestimated in both hindcasts and projections, but the projection bias, 82 

and thus the climate change signal, is highly uncertain because the bias behaviour is nonlinear due to changes in land-83 

atmosphere coupling with future global warming. In this respect, Seneviratne et al. (2006) stated that a new transitional 84 

climate zone between dry and wet climates with strong land–atmosphere coupling would form in Central and Eastern 85 

Europe due to the northward shift of climatic regimes in Europe in response to increasing anthropogenic GHG 86 

concentrations. Thus, a low bias of precipitation in today’s wet climate may not cause a relevant positive soil moisture 87 

precipitation feedback. The same bias in this future transitional climate can initiate such a positive feedback loop, 88 

thereby enhancing the low bias and hence causing an overly strong drying signal in precipitation. 89 

The summer drying problem may have various origins that differ across models because of the complexity of the 90 

processes that may affect precipitation over Central Europe (Hagemann et al. 2004). Many different physical processes 91 

may contribute to this problem, including large-scale biases such as subsidence (RAACS Project; Machenhauer et al. 92 

1998) or physical parameterisations such as radiation and land surface processes (see Betts et al. 1996; Seneviratne et 93 

al. 2002; Hagemann et al. 2001, 2004). Hagemann et al. (2004) investigated five RCMs and found that systematic errors 94 

in the atmospheric dynamics caused the drying problem for three of the RCMs. Errors in the atmospheric dynamics may 95 

lead to erroneous moisture transport towards Central Europe and hence cause or enhance the summer drying problem. 96 

However, the moisture transport is also affected by the convective moisture supply from land and ocean areas.  97 

Soil moisture controls the partitioning of the available energy into latent and sensible heat fluxes and conditions the 98 

amount of surface runoff. This factor links the energy, water and carbon fluxes by controlling evapotranspiration 99 

(Koster et al. 2004; Dirmeyer et al. 2006; Seneviratne and Stöckli 2008). Seneviratne et al. (2006) specifically 100 

highlighted the importance of soil-moisture–temperature feedbacks (in addition to soil-moisture–precipitation 101 

feedbacks, as mentioned above) for future climate changes in Central and Eastern Europe. A comprehensive review on 102 

soil moisture feedbacks was provided by Seneviratne et al. (2010). Thus, land surface effects on precipitation have 103 

already been investigated in detail for various scales, such as the influence of small-scale land-air energy and mass 104 

fluxes by Larsen et al. (2016) and Shrestha et al. (2014). Anders and Rockel (2009) showed the effect of prescribed soil 105 

types on the climate over south-eastern Europe. However, coupling effects from the remote ocean (i.e., air sea coupling) 106 

and their effects on land are poorly understood. The RCMs that were used in the above studies were basically 107 

atmosphere-only models, and air-sea interactions were not considered, so remote effects from air sea coupling were 108 

neglected in this specific context. In our study, we address overly weak large-scale moisture convergences from 109 

adjacent ocean/seas as a possible reason for the RCM summer drying problem over Central Europe. We also investigate 110 

whether the coupling of an atmospheric RCM with an ocean model that covers the North Sea and the Baltic Sea may 111 

lead to an improved simulation of moisture convergence and a subsequent reduction in the dry bias. 112 

Previously, dry biases in models were primarily recognised by the monthly or annual mean precipitation. However, 113 

averaging over time creates a smoothing effect on the differences between the model results and observations, which 114 

increases the difficulty of discerning the underlying causes of the differences. This study provides an analysis of 115 

summer dry biases over Central Europe from two RCMs over various timescales from seasonal and monthly to short 116 

extreme events. Moreover, summer heavy rainfall that causes extreme events over Central Europe is analysed under 117 

specific weather conditions. The precipitation characteristics of a particular terrestrial region are determined by the 118 

atmospheric moisture supply from various source regions (e.g., van der Ent et al. 2010; Gimeno et al. 2010). Larger 119 

precipitation amounts are observed when the atmospheric circulation favours more direct links to the source. We 120 

suppose that the coupling effect of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea on precipitation over Central Europe would be 121 
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pronounced under a specific weather condition in which a certain weather pattern is dominant and the sea-to-land 122 

moisture flow would persist. The new point of this study is that we analyse the performance of the various RCM 123 

simulations for different categories of so-called “weather regimes” (James 2006, 2007). Weather regimes are 124 

determined using the “Grosswetterlagen” (GWL) catalogue classification system, which is maintained by the German 125 

Weather Service (DWD) and extends from 1881 to the present. Twenty-nine single Hess and Brezowsky 126 

Grosswetterlagen (HB-GWL) regimes (e.g., Cyclonic Westerly WZ, Trough over Central Europe TRM, Trough over 127 

Western Europe TRW) and six circulation types (i.e., Westerly, Northerly, Easterly, Southerly, Cyclonic and 128 

Anticyclonic) have been classified based on common features of single regimes (James 2007). In our study, the six 129 

circulation types, particularly the Northerly Circulation, is considered to identify potential teleconnections between the 130 

changes in sea surface temperature (SST) over the coupling domain (i.e., the North Sea and the Baltic Sea) and the 131 

changes in precipitation over the areas of continental Central Europe that are distally located from the coupling domain. 132 

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the models and data that are used to analyse the dry bias; 133 

Section 3 provides an analysis of the models’ dry bias in terms of the summer mean, weather regimes and extreme 134 

precipitation; and Section 4 includes a discussion and our conclusions. 135 

2 Models and data 136 

Simulations of RCMs and AORCMs that have been produced within the CLM-Community (Climate Limited area 137 

Modeling Community, www.clm-community.eu) and the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) 138 

are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. These simulations were conducted independently of each other by 139 

the respective modelling groups; therefore, the configurations of the CCLM and RCA4 simulations differ in terms of 140 

their resolution and coupling domain. An overview of the models and simulation data that are analysed in this study is 141 

provided in Table 1. Section 2.3 lists the reanalysis and observation data that are used for the evaluation. 142 

2.1 CCLM simulations 143 

Two versions of the atmospheric model CCLM (Rockel et al. 2008) cosmo4.8_clm19 (CCLM 4.8) and 144 

cosmo5.0_clm6 (CCLM 5.0) were used in this study as the stand-alone atmospheric model and a component of an air-145 

sea coupled system model. An atmosphere-only experiment that used CCLM 4.8 (denoted by UNCPL_HZG) was 146 

configured with a horizontal grid mesh size of 0.44o (approximately 50 km), 40 vertical atmosphere layers in rotated 147 

coordinates and a time step of 300 s over the EURO-CORDEX (Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling 148 

Experiment, Giorgi et al. 2009) domain for the period of 1979–2009. Here, CCLM uses the 6-h ERA-interim reanalysis 149 

data (Dee et al. 2011; denoted by ERA-Int) as initial and boundary conditions with a sponge zone of 10 grid points. The 150 

occurrence of sea ice in CCLM is deduced according to the skin temperature (below -1.7 oC, sea ice is assumed). Sea ice 151 

is considered only with respect to its albedo and surface roughness length. The surface height and orographic roughness 152 

length were obtained from the Distributed Active Archive Center's gtopo30 dataset (U.S. Geological Survey 2004). The 153 

land-sea fraction, vegetation parameters (leaf area, root depth, etc.) and lake fraction were derived from the Global 154 

Ecosystems V2.0 dataset. The soil type was obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 155 

(FAO). The climatological deep soil temperature was provided by the Climate Research Unit (CRU; University of East 156 

Anglia, Harris et al. 2013). Land surface processes, such as the heat and water transport in soil and the freezing and 157 

melting of soil water and ice, are parameterised using the TERRA-ML scheme (Schrodin and Heise 2001; Doms et al. 158 

2011), and cumulus convection is parameterised using the Tiedtke scheme (Tiedtke 1989).  159 

The coupled experiment CPL_HZG is configured with the coupled system COSTRICE using the same configuration 160 

as the UNCPL_HZG. COSTRICE includes the ocean model TRIMNP v2.5 (Casulli and Cattani 1994; Casulli and 161 
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Stelling 1998; Ho-Hagemann et al. 2013, 2015) and the sea ice model CICE v5.0 (Hunke et al. 2013), which are 162 

coupled via the coupler OASIS3-MCT v2.0 (Valcke et al. 2013). COSTRICE is designed to run in parallel on the 163 

supercomputing system at the German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ). TRIMNP is configured with a 12.8-km 164 

horizontal grid mesh size and 50 vertical ocean levels to cover the Baltic and North Seas and a part of the North 165 

Atlantic Ocean, which is bounded by Iceland to the north and the Bay of Biscay to the south. The initial and boundary 166 

conditions of TRIMNP are updated using ECMWF ORAS4 monthly reanalysis data (Balmaseda et al. 2013). The 167 

original global CICE model is set up as a regional version (Ho-Hagemann et al. 2013) with the same horizontal grid as 168 

TRIMNP to reduce the computing time, but the domain covers only the Baltic Sea and Kattegat, which is a part of the 169 

North Sea (Fig. 1, the light-blue area). CICE calculates five categories of ice and uses the new thermodynamics option 170 

“mushy” formulation (Turner et al. 2013). The standard thermal conductivity option that is used is ‘MU71’ following 171 

Untersteiner (1964) and Maykut and Untersteiner (1971). The revised Elastic Viscous Plastic (EVP) sea ice rheology 172 

and the upwind advection algorithm are applied in this study (see more details in Hewitt et al. 2011). The initial 173 

conditions of CICE are determined using NOAA’s Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature dataset OISSTv2 174 

SST (Reynolds et al. 2007). TRIMNP and CICE both perform calculations at a time step of 240 s. The integration 175 

domain of the models is shown in Fig. 1. The coupling time step between the components is 1 h. TRIMNP is driven by 176 

the mean sea level pressure, total precipitation, surface net shortwave radiation, longwave downward radiation, and 177 

sensible and latent heat fluxes from CCLM. In addition to the radiation and heat fluxes, CICE requires information on 178 

the temperature, wind velocity, specific humidity, air density (at the lowest vertical model level of CCLM), cloud cover, 179 

and rain and snow rates for use as atmospheric forcing. Outgoing longwave radiation from the sea/ice surface is 180 

calculated in TRIMNP and CICE according to the surface temperatures. Over the air-sea coupling domain, which 181 

covers the Baltic Sea, the eastern region of the North Sea and a part of the North Atlantic Ocean, CCLM receives skin 182 

temperatures, which are the combination of the SST from TRIMNP and the sea ice skin temperature from CICE, 183 

weighted by the sea ice concentration (Ho-Hagemann et al. 2013, 2015). The SST over the north-western part of the 184 

North Sea along the British coastline and the western boundary area of TRIMNP is not passed to CCLM because of the 185 

large SST bias, which may be associated with the short spin-up time (5 years) of the ocean model. The ERA-Int SSTs 186 

are used for these non-matching areas between the domains of CCLM and TRIMNP. The coupled ocean domain of the 187 

COSTRICE coupled system covers the Baltic Sea and North Sea, which is similar to other coupled systems (e.g., Pham 188 

et al. 2014; Dieterich et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015), and a part of the North Atlantic Ocean. We expect that the larger 189 

coupling domain may cause a more pronounced coupling effect on the precipitation simulations.  190 

A variant of CCLM 4.8 (cosmo4.8_clm11) was used to generate the coastDat2 dataset (Geyer 2014) for a domain 191 

that covered Europe and adjacent seas and includes a slight northward shift compared to the information in Fig. 1 at a 192 

spatial grid size of 0.22o (approximately 24 km) on rotated coordinates with a 150-s time step. Forty vertical atmosphere 193 

levels up to a height of 27 km were used, with a higher resolution at the lower boundary. The meteorological initial and 194 

boundary conditions were obtained from the 6-hourly NCEP1 reanalysis data composites (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et 195 

al. 2001), and the spectral nudging technique of von Storch et al. (2000) was applied every fifth time step. Similar 196 

physical parameterisations to that of UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG were configured. First, the model was run for the 197 

period from 1948 to 1952 as a spin-up time to determine the soil moisture. Then, a continuous simulation was restarted 198 

at 1948 with the obtained soil moisture values (Geyer 2014). The precipitation values from the coastDat2 dataset were 199 

used for a comparison with the UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG experiments.  200 

CCLM 4.8 was set up to run on the Blizzard system (consisting of IBM CPUs) at DKRZ until September 2015, 201 

when DKRZ was moved to the Mistral system (consisting of Intel Xeon CPUs). Since this time, the newest version of 202 
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CCLM (5.0) was installed on the Mistral system to replace the older version 4.8. CCLM version 5.0_clm6 includes 203 

several changes in the dynamics and physics compared to version 4.8 (Table 2). Otherwise, the setup of CCLM 5.0 was 204 

similar to those of UNCPL_HZG, CPL_HZG and coastDat2. The uncoupled and coupled experiments of CCLM 5.0 205 

that were used in the comparison are denoted by UNCPL_HZGv5 and CPL_HZGv5 with the suffixes “_044” and 206 

“_022” for two resolutions of 0.44o and 0.22o, respectively. For both resolutions, the CCLM 5.0 experiments used ERA-207 

Int data as initial and boundary conditions, similar to CCLM 4.8. The time steps for the runs on the 0.44o and 0.22o 208 

grids were 300 s and 150 s, respectively.  209 

Higher resolution provides better results for precipitation patterns and daily precipitation intensity, particularly for 210 

regions with distinct orography (Boberg et al. 2010). A resolution of 50 km, which is not high for simulations of 211 

orographically induced precipitation and local circulation (Giorgi 2006), was used in this study for CCLM for two 212 

major reasons. First, when the CCLM 4.8 experiments were performed on the Blizzard system, increasing CCLM’s 213 

resolution in the coupled model COSTRICE 4.8 for long-term simulations was difficult because the computing 214 

resources were limited. Second, extreme precipitation was considered with respect to the 90th percentile of the area-215 

averaged precipitation of Central Europe (excluding the Alps; see Fig. 1), where the orography is not overly 216 

pronounced. The distribution of heavy precipitation over a relatively large area from large-scale moisture convergence 217 

was considered with this resolution. Later on, the coupled model of CCLM 5.0 was set up to run on both the 0.44o 218 

(approximately 50 km) and 0.22o grids (approximately 24 km) because more computing and storage resources were 219 

available on the Mistral system.  220 

Several sensitivity experiments were conducted with CCLM 4.8 and CCLM 5.0 to obtain more robust results. A 221 

sensitivity test was performed on CCLM 4.8 with a smaller sponge zone (4 points instead of 10 points) to add more 222 

noise to the CCLM domain that was imposed by the less smooth transition from the lateral boundaries to the CCLM-223 

generated dynamics within the domain. The uncoupled and coupled simulations of this sensitivity test are denoted by 224 

UNCPL_HZG_rlwidth and CPL_HZG _rlwidth. A sensitivity test of UNCPL_HZGv5_044, CPL_HZGv5_044 used 225 

some similar parameter values (i.e., rlam_heat, tkhmin and tkmmin, see Table 2) to the setup of CCLM 4.8 and had the 226 

suffix “_conf4.8”. The experiments UNCPL_HZGv5_044, CPL_HZGv5_044 and UNCPL_HZGv5_022, 227 

CPL_HZGv5_022 used the new initial soil depth values of the ERA-Int data (0.035, 0.175, 0.64 and 1.775 m), which 228 

have been updated since August 2016 to replace the old values (0.015, 0.1, 0.405 and 1.205 m, respectively). A 229 

sensitivity test of UNCPL_HZGv5_022, CPL_HZGv5_022 with the old initial soil depth values had the suffix 230 

“_oldsoil”. All the CCLM 4.8 experiments also used the old values. These sensitivity experiments are listed in Table 1. 231 

2.2 RCA4 simulations 232 

Uncoupled and coupled simulations were conducted at SMHI with the recently developed regional model NEMO-233 

Nordic for the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. These simulations were described in detail by Gröger et al. (2015). 234 

The atmospheric component was the Rossby Centre regional Atmospheric climate model (RCA, Samuelsson et al. 235 

2011; Wang et al. 2015). The current version (RCA4) of the model has undergone modifications as described by 236 

Kupiainen et al. (2014). The RCA4 model also covers the EURO-CORDEX domain with a slight shift of the western 237 

boundary to the east (see Gröger et al. 2015, Fig. 1b). The model was configured with 40 vertical terrain-following 238 

levels and a horizontal resolution of 0.22o (approximately 24 km). The global database ECOCLIMAP (Champeaux et 239 

al. 2005) for soil and ecosystems was used in RCA4 to represent the land surface properties. The surface characteristics 240 

of the coupled area that were simulated by the ocean model (SST, sea ice fraction, ice albedo and temperature) were 241 

communicated to RCA4 via the OASIS3 coupler (Valcke et al. 2013). The atmosphere-ocean coupling time step was 242 
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3 h. In stand-alone runs, the SSTs were obtained from ERA40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al. 2005). 243 

The ocean component used the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO, Madec 2008) version 3.3, 244 

which was configured for the North Sea and the Baltic Sea at a horizontal resolution of two nautical miles 245 

(approximately 3.7 km). The model domain restricted the North Sea to a northern boundary of 60o N, although the 246 

domain covers the entire Baltic Sea. The water column was subdivided by 56 unevenly spaced levels. The first model 247 

layer was approximately 3 m thick. NEMO was forced by wind stresses, radiative heat fluxes, P-E (precipitation minus 248 

evaporation), and sea-level pressure when coupled interactively to RCA4. NEMO version 3.3 also contained the sea ice 249 

model LIM3, which includes a representation of dynamic and thermodynamic processes (for details, see Vancoppenolle 250 

et al. 2009). 251 

The uncoupled and coupled RCA4 experiments are hereafter denoted by UNCPL_SMHI and CPL_SMHI. The 252 

available data for the RCA4 experiments were compared with the CCLM experiments in this study. In Section 3, the 253 

simulated air temperature at a height of 2 m (T_2M), surface temperature (T_S) or SST over the ocean, MSLP, wind 254 

components and precipitation of the experiments are analysed and compared with the observational data in detail. 255 

2.3 Observations 256 

The NOAA High-resolution Blended Analysis SST daily data (OISSTv2) on a 0.25o global grid (provided by the 257 

NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA from their website at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/ 258 

data.noaa.oisst.v2.highres.html) were collected and then compared to the SSTs of the experiments. OISSTv2 is one of 259 

the highest spatial-resolution SST products on a global grid that are currently available. The dataset is a combination of 260 

ocean temperature observations from satellite and in situ platforms (i.e., ships and buoys). 261 

The simulated MSLP and T_S over land in the experiments were compared to the ERA-Int reanalysis data on the 262 

approximately 0.75o grid, whereas the T_2M and precipitation over land were compared to the most recent version 13.1 263 

of the E-OBS data on the 0.22o grid (Haylock et al. 2008). E-OBS covers the entire European land surface and is based 264 

on the European Climate Assessment and Dataset (ECA&D) station dataset and data from more than 2000 additional 265 

stations from different archives. The analysis and observation data and the experimental results were interpolated onto 266 

the CCLM grid (0.44o or 0.22o) for comparison.  267 

3 Results 268 

In Section 3.1, the long-term averages of the summer precipitation, T_2M, MSLP and SST are analysed for the CCLM 269 

4.8 and SMHI simulations for the period of 1986–2009. Then, an analysis of the precipitation for different weather 270 

regimes is provided in Section 3.2. All the figures in these two sections and in Appendix A are limited to the considered 271 

area - Central Europe. The results of the uncoupled and coupled CCLM 5.0 experiments are very similar and thus are 272 

not shown in these two sections. In Section 3.3, extreme precipitation is considered in terms of very wet days under 273 

Northerly Circulation Type conditions. In this section, CCLM 4.8 and CCLM 5.0 simulations are considered, including 274 

different sensitivity tests (Table 1), which are analysed together with the SMHI simulations to obtain more robust 275 

conclusions.  276 

3.1 Long-term average 277 

Mean sea level pressure 278 

The ERA-Int MSLP data (Fig. 2a, left panel) show that European weather during summer was dominated by the 279 

Icelandic low in the north-western corner of the EURO-CORDEX domain and the Azores High over the Atlantic Ocean 280 

in the south-western corner. This MSLP distribution is a typical NAO-like pattern. Low-pressure areas were also found 281 
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over the Mediterranean Sea, particularly in the eastern region, and over northern Europe. This MSLP pattern was well 282 

reproduced by the experiments (Fig. 2a), with positive biases of 0.5–1.0 hPa in the CCLM simulations over the North 283 

Atlantic Ocean and positive biases of 0.5–1.5 hPa in the RCA4 simulations over Scandinavia. Over the Mediterranean 284 

Sea, the CCLM simulations tended to underestimate the MSLP by 2.0–3.0 hPa, whereas the RCA4 simulations 285 

overestimated the MSLP by 1.0–1.5 hPa (not shown). The difference in the MSLP between CCLM and RCA4 may 286 

have been related to their different forcings (ERA-Int and ERA-40). In both systems, the MSLP of the coupled model 287 

was generally similar to that of the atmosphere-only run. 288 

Air temperature at 2 m 289 

Fig. 2b shows the summer mean E-OBS T_2M (left panel) and the differences in the model results compared to the 290 

E-OBS data. During summer, a large temperature gradient (approximately 10 oC) occurred between northern and 291 

southern Europe. In the warm climate of southern Europe, however, the Alpine area had a relatively cold temperature 292 

because of the high orography. All the experiments show pronounced cold biases in northern Europe, which supports 293 

the results of Kotlarski et al. (2014). Over Scandinavia, the cold bias of the SMHI was 1–2 oC more pronounced than 294 

that of CCLM. In southern Europe, the SMHI reproduced T_2M rather well, whereas CCLM showed a large warm bias 295 

of 2–3 °C. Similar to the MSLP case, the coupled and uncoupled T_2M results were relatively similar in both models. 296 

Sea surface temperature 297 

The OISSTv2 data (Fig. 2c, left panel) showed a cold pool to the north (e.g., approximately 8–13 °C in the North 298 

Atlantic Ocean, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea) and a warm pool to the south (e.g., approximately 23–27 °C in the 299 

tropical Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, not shown) of the EURO-CORDEX domain. 300 

Compared to the OISSTv2 data, the ERA-Int reanalysis data (the forcing of the CCLM simulations) were 0.2–1 °C 301 

warmer and the ERA-40 reanalysis data (the forcing of the SMHI simulations) were 0.2–1 °C colder over most areas of 302 

the open ocean, except for a warmer area of 1–2 °C over the eastern Mediterranean Sea. Along the coastlines, the ERA-303 

Int SST and ERA-40 SST were often higher than the OISSTv2 data, which may have been associated with the 304 

inconsistencies of land sea masks between the SST observations and simulations from the interpolation. Overall, the 305 

ERA-Int SST was approximately 0.5 °C higher than the ERA-40 SST. These different forcings and SSTs of CCLM and 306 

RCA4 may have affected the performance of the atmosphere-only simulations. 307 

Over the CCLM coupling areas, the SST of the CPL_HZG was similar to that of UNCPL_HZG/ERA-Int, although 308 

slightly colder over the North Sea and the Baltic Proper and warmer over the Bothnian Bay. Over the RCA4 coupling 309 

areas, the SST of CPL_SMHI was approximately 1–2 oC warmer than that of UNCPL_SMHI (ERA40) (see Figs. 6 and 310 

8 in Gröger et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the summer mean T_2M of CPL_SMHI and UNCPL_SMHI were mostly 311 

identical (Fig. 2b). Both coupled experiments for CCLM and RCA4 had warm SST biases over Bothnian Bay, although 312 

the reason for this phenomenon remains unclear. 313 

Precipitation 314 

The E-OBS data for summer precipitation (Fig. 2d, left panel) showed a vast wet region with precipitation amounts 315 

of 2–4 mm/day within northern Europe and Central Europe, particularly over the Alpine area (which could be more than 316 

6 mm/day) because of the orography-caused uplifting effect, and a dry sub-tropical region with monthly precipitation 317 

amount of less than 1 mm/day within southern Europe around the Mediterranean Sea (not shown).  318 

Compared to the E-OBS data, CCLM had wet and dry biases in northern and southern Europe, respectively, a clear 319 

N-S pattern. This phenomenon may have been related to the stronger simulations of the Azores High over the Atlantic 320 
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Ocean by CCLM, which caused a more pronounced North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) and stimulated wet Atlantic air 321 

masses to move into and generate more precipitation in the northern regions, with less precipitation generated further 322 

south. The wet bias over northern Europe might have caused a cold bias (Fig. 2b). Over southern Europe, T_2M was 323 

too high and the precipitation was too low. This phenomenon can be explained by a shortage of cloud cover, which 324 

allowed more incoming shortwave radiation to reach the area. Additionally, a shortage of precipitation may have 325 

created a shortage of evapotranspiration, which led to the release of less latent heat. Hence, the surface and the air near 326 

the surface were too warm. 327 

The warm and dry summer biases over southern Europe are consistent with previous findings (e.g., Hagemann et al. 328 

2004 for PRUDENCE; Christensen et al. 2008 for ENSEMBLES; and Kotlarski et al. 2014 for CORDEX). Kotlarski et 329 

al. (2014) focused on the underestimation of summertime precipitation and soil moisture-temperature coupling because 330 

low soil moisture contents, which can occur under precipitation deficits, limit the amount of energy that is used for the 331 

latent heat flux in soil moisture-controlled evaporative regimes, thereby increasing the sensible heat flux and ultimately 332 

increasing the air temperature (e.g., Seneviratne et al. 2010). This feedback is sensitive to all processes that interfere 333 

with the regional balance of water and energy, including land-surface, boundary layer, convective and radiative 334 

processes. 335 

The RCA4 simulations presented a dry bias only over the Danube region and overestimated wet conditions 336 

elsewhere. The overall wet bias of RCA4 may have created the cold bias in T_2M (Fig. 2b). Generally, large 337 

differences were not observed between the coupled and uncoupled runs of both model systems, which is consistent with 338 

the results of Gröger et al. (2015). The annual and seasonal precipitation and T_2M biases when averaged over Central 339 

Europe in the experiments were similar to what was observed by Kotlarski et al. (2014). These authors noted that 340 

certain bias characteristics, such as a predominant cold and wet bias in most seasons over most of Europe and a warm 341 

and dry summer bias over southern and south-eastern Europe, reflect the common model biases of many other models. 342 

Table 3 shows the long-term mean and the 90th and 95th percentiles (PC90 and PC95, respectively) of the daily 343 

summer (JJA) precipitation area when averaged over Central Europe (the area bound by the red rectangle in Fig. 1) for 344 

1986–2009. The Mean column shows that the CCLM and RCA4 experiments generally had dry and wet biases, 345 

respectively, compared to the E-OBS data. The CPL_HZG and the coastDat2 data were similar and provided more 346 

accurate results than UNCPL_HZG. The PC90 and PC95 columns provided information on the extreme values, which 347 

behaved similarly to the mean values, except for those of the coastDat2 data, which presented the smallest PC90 and 348 

PC95. The PC90 values of the E-OBS and the models were approximately 5–6 mm/day. The probability distribution 349 

function (PDF) of the coupled experiments of both CCLM and RCA4 was slightly better than that of the uncoupled 350 

experiments, particularly for precipitation that was greater than 7 mm/day. 351 

In the next section, the performance of the experiments is analysed in more detail with respect to the weather 352 

regimes, with a focus on the differences between the coupled and uncoupled experiments of CCLM and RCA4. 353 

3.2 Weather regimes 354 

In this section, we analyse the performance of the different experiments under specific weather regimes, i.e., the six 355 

major circulation types that were classified according to James (2007; see Section 1). Our primary focus is on the 356 

Northerly Circulation Type because the airflow for this type originates from the North Atlantic Ocean, passes the 357 

coupling areas and causes moisture advection within Central Europe.  358 

First, the DWD weather regime data are used to categorise the daily data that were recorded from 1986 to 2009 into 359 

the six circulation types. Daily data that present an undefined GWL are excluded from the analysis. Second, the E-OBS 360 

and modelled data that correspond to each category are further considered in two cases: all days and very wet days. The 361 
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“all days” term refers to the entire investigated daily rainfall time series for JJA from 1986 to 2009. In total, 2194 "all 362 

days" are detected. The “very wet days” term refers to days when the area-averaged precipitation of Central Europe is 363 

equal to or greater than 5 mm/day (approximately equal to the PC90 of the E-OBS and modelled data). In total, 345 364 

"very wet days" are detected. 365 

For the “all days” case, the RCA4 experiments presented obvious wet biases, and UNCPL_SMHI and CPL_SHMI 366 

were similar (not shown). The CCLM experiments underestimated the precipitation for all circulation types. CPL_HZG 367 

and UNCPL_HZG were not clearly different in this case. Among all the CCLM experiments, a small dry bias was 368 

observed for the Easterly and Anticyclonic regimes because of the low precipitation that was observed for these 369 

circulation types. 370 

For the “very wet days” case (Fig. 3), all the models presented a dry bias compared to the E-OBS data for the six 371 

circulation types. In the E-OBS data, the Northerly Circulation Type prevailed on 98 days of the 345 very wet days and 372 

had the highest average heavy precipitation value (8 mm/day) over Central Europe, whereas the other circulation types 373 

had 7–7.5 mm/day. The RCA4 simulations presented the best performance and underestimated the precipitation amount 374 

by approximately 1–2 mm/day; these simulations were followed by those of coastDat2, CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG. 375 

The coupled and uncoupled experiments of RCA4 behaved almost identically. However, for the CCLM simulations, 376 

CPL_HZG presented an improvement in the dry bias compared to UNCPL_HZG, particularly for the Northerly 377 

Circulation Type, in which the dry bias was reduced by approximately 1 mm/day. The highest precipitation of 378 

CPL_HZG was associated with the Northerly Circulation Type, which was similar to the E-OBS data and the other 379 

experiments; however, the maximum precipitation of UNCPL_HZG was associated with the Southerly Circulation 380 

Type. 381 

The mean biases of the MSLP, SST and precipitation for the very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type are 382 

displayed in Fig. 4, in the same manner as in Fig. 2. In UNCPL_HZG, the Azores High appeared to extend too far to the 383 

east (Fig. 4a), which might have suppressed heavy precipitation over Central Europe (Fig. 4c). These biases were 384 

reduced in CPL_HZG. However, the MSLP and precipitation simulations of RCA4 and RCA4-NEMO were not 385 

remarkably different. The behaviour of the SSTs (Fig. 4b) was relatively similar to that in Fig. 2c, although the biases 386 

over the coupling domain were 0.2–0.4 oC more negative, except in UNCPL_HZG. The precipitation bias (Fig. 4c) had 387 

a similar pattern as in Fig. 2d, although with larger values. However, the dry bias over Central Europe in UNCPL_HZG 388 

was reduced by 10% on average over all of Central Europe, by up to 38% over Poland and by up to 30% over Germany 389 

in CPL_HZG compared to the E-OBS data, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 3. The larger area of moisture 390 

convergence over Central Europe on days that exhibited the Northerly Circulation Type as reproduced by CPL_HZG 391 

compared to what was reproduced by UNCPL_HZG may explain the reduced precipitation bias (figure not shown). 392 

Hence, the CPL_HZG experiment provided colder SSTs over the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, which produced a less 393 

positive MSLP bias over Central Europe and a reduced dry bias because of the heavy rainfall. 394 

However, several questions can be raised concerning the robustness of the results: 395 

1. Did the SSTs of the coupled systems present a systematic cold or warm bias compared to the forcing SST that was 396 

used in the uncoupled model, particularly for the very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type?  397 

2. How did changes in the SST over the North Sea and the Baltic Sea change heavy precipitation over terrestrial 398 

areas of Central Europe?  399 

3. Was the difference in heavy precipitation between CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG statistically significant?  400 

To answer the first question, we analysed the 98 very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type for cases with 401 

colder or warmer North Sea conditions (i.e., the SST of CPL_HZG over the North Sea was lower or higher than that of 402 
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UNCPL, respectively). The Baltic Sea was not considered in this analysis because the SSTs of CPL_HZG were always 403 

lower than those of UNCPL_HZG over the Baltic Sea and the SSTs of CPL_SMHI were always higher than those of 404 

UNCPL_SMHI. CCLM had 69 days with colder North Sea conditions and 29 days with warmer North Sea conditions 405 

(Fig. 5a), whereas RCA4 had 34 and 64 days, respectively (Fig. 6a). Obviously, the coupled systems did not always 406 

provide warmer or colder North Sea conditions relative to the forcing SSTs; however, CPL_HZG tended to reduce the 407 

SSTs at a frequency of approximately 70% (69/98 days) and CPL_SMHI tended to increase the SSTs at a frequency of 408 

approximately 65% (64/98 days). The SST forcing of CCLM was warmer than the OISSTv2 data, and the SST forcing 409 

of RCA4 was colder. Thus, the coupled systems appeared to produce SSTs that were closer to the OISSTv2 data. 410 

A common result of the CCLM and RCA4 simulations was that the SSTs of the North Sea influenced the T_S of 411 

Central Europe, particularly on very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type (Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a). As the North Sea 412 

became colder, so did Central Europe, and vice versa, and this effect spread further southeast of the domain, which is 413 

consistent with the findings of Pham et al. (2014). Hence, we propose that the changes in the SST and the associated 414 

effects on the T_S over remote continental Central Europe that were caused by coupling are a common feature among 415 

the models, i.e., a robust result. 416 

The answer for the second question regarding CCLM can be obtained from the information in Fig. 5 and Appendix 417 

A (denoted by App. A). During the colder North Sea days, the wind flow from the North Atlantic Ocean that passed 418 

from the North Sea to Central Europe was more intense in CPL_HZG than in UNCPL_HZG. This finding is surprising 419 

because cooler SSTs should stabilise the atmosphere and thus promote weaker winds, which was recently found for the 420 

winter season (Gröger et al. 2015). However, when the T_S over Central Europe was higher than the SSTs in the North 421 

Sea (Fig. 5a), the wind from the ocean to the land sometimes sped up (Fig. 5b) because wind tends to converge from 422 

cold surfaces to warm surfaces to support vertical updraft. The stronger wind over the North Sea then generated a larger 423 

latent heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere (App. Af), and intensified the low over Central Europe and the North 424 

Sea (App. Aa), which both support the moisture convergence from the North Sea to Central Europe (App. Ad). 425 

Consequently, a larger amount of precipitation fell over Central Europe in CPL_HZG than in UNCPL_HZG (Fig. 5d). 426 

This larger precipitation cooled down the T_S over Central Europe, which decreased the sensible heat flux (App. Ae) 427 

and created a cooler T_2M (App. Ab). The cooler T_S over Central Europe also caused less evaporation and therefore 428 

less latent heat flux (App. Af), which was sometimes followed by an increase in the latent heat flux because of the 429 

increased evapotranspiration over the wet soil moisture area after precipitation. The diagram in Fig. 7 is a summary of 430 

these interactions and the feedback loop. This diagram is partly based on a study by Bender et al. (1993), although these 431 

authors focused on strong air-sea interactions and feedback under conditions with tropical cyclones and hurricanes.  432 

The answer to the third question, which is related to the statistical significance of the differences in heavy 433 

precipitation between CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG, is addressed in the following. These significances were calculated 434 

for both CCLM and RCA4 using the Students t-test. The PC90 values were used to determine the heavy rainfall time 435 

series for each grid point for the E-OBS data and for the experiments. Fig. 8a and b show the t-test results for grid 436 

points for which the number of rainfall days was greater than 10% of the total days of the entire time series (i.e., 2208 437 

days) and the Northerly Circulation Type (i.e., 553 days), respectively. 438 

Fig. 8 clearly shows that interactive coupling led to wetter conditions over Central Europe, the North Sea and the 439 

Baltic Sea and significantly diminished the dry bias in this area for CCLM. For RCA4, a small change was observed to 440 

the south of the North Sea and within the Baltic catchment, but significant changes were not observed at greater 441 

distances from the coupling area. The coupling effect under the Northerly Circulation Type was more remarkable (Fig. 442 

8b), particularly in CCLM. For this Northerly Circulation Type, the effect in RCA4 was very small in Central Europe 443 
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but rather pronounced over Finland. A potential reason for the weak coupling effect in RCA4_NEMO is that the time-444 

by-time (e.g., 3 h) changes in the SST in NEMO were smaller than those in TRIMNP, particularly over the coupled 445 

North Sea. The standard deviations of the 3-h SST data over the North Sea in NEMO and TRIMNP were approximately 446 

2.5 and 3 °C, respectively. The differences in the SST’s standard deviations between the coupled and uncoupled cases 447 

for RCA4 and CCLM were approximately 0.3 and 0.8 °C, respectively. This result implies that the coupled North Sea 448 

was more actively responding to atmospheric forcing in TRIMNP than in NEMO, which may have caused a stronger 449 

feedback from the sea in CCLM than in RCA4. However, over the Bothnian Bay and Bothnian Sea, the SST standard 450 

deviation in NEMO was larger than the forcing SST in ERA-40, which may partly explain the significant differences in 451 

precipitation over Finland between RCA4_NEMO and RCA4 (Fig. 8b). However, these assessments should be further 452 

investigated in the future.  453 

3.3 Extreme precipitation 454 

The extreme precipitation that was observed in this section is the daily precipitation when averaged over Central Europe 455 

on the very wet days (cf. Section 3.2) under Northerly Circulation Type conditions. The 98 very wet days of the 456 

Northerly Circulation Type for the E-OBS data were used to construct sets of data for the experiments. The results are 457 

shown in Fig. 9. The coupled model CCLM 4.8 in the standard set up and the sponge zone width sensitivity test 458 

appeared to have better heavy precipitation than the uncoupled CCLM, especially for the Oder and Elbe flood events 459 

(Fig. 9a and b). The stand-alone CCLM 4.8 with a smaller sponge zone width often had a larger dry bias than the 460 

standard CCLM 4.8, which was most pronounced during the Oder flood event (not shown). However, the coupled and 461 

uncoupled CCLM 4.8 had a large dry bias compared to the E-OBS data, which is consistent with the above analysis. 462 

The coupled and uncoupled SMHI simulations were very similar (Fig. 9c), which was also the case for CCLM 5.0 (Fig. 463 

9d and e). CCLM 5.0 was not strongly sensitive to the initial condition of the soil depth and several considered physical 464 

parameters at both resolutions of 0.44o and 0.22o (not shown). CCLM 5.0 reproduced slightly better extreme events on 465 

the 0.22o grid (Fig. 9e) than on the 0.44o grid (Fig. 9d). The ensemble mean of all the CCLM 4.8, CCLM 5.0 and SMHI 466 

simulations in Fig. 9f indicates that mostly the coupled model was closer to the E-OBS data than the uncoupled model, 467 

especially for extreme rainfall events, but the improvement was rather small.  468 

An overview on the daily precipitation bias for all members of the ensemble is provided in Fig. 10, in which the 469 

range of the minimum and maximum biases of the ensemble uncoupled and coupled experiments compared to the E-470 

OBS data are expressed by the shaded areas and the ensemble mean biases by the solid lines. The results with (Fig. 10a) 471 

and without (Fig. 10b) the SMHI simulations are similar, with a general dry bias of 5 mm/day and up to 12 mm/day and 472 

10 mm/day for the Oder and Elbe flood events, respectively. The shaded area of the uncoupled models tends to cover 473 

larger dry biases than the coupled models, which is most pronounced in these specific flood events. The mean biases of 474 

the uncoupled and coupled models show a similar result as in Fig. 9f. These results are confirmed by the statistical 475 

scores (mean error ME, mean absolute error MAE, root mean squared error RMSE and correlation coefficient Corr.) of 476 

the ensemble mean of the uncoupled (UNCPL) and coupled (CPL) experiments against the E-OBS data, which are 477 

shown in Table 4. All the scores of the coupled models are better than the uncoupled models both when including and 478 

excluding the SMHI simulations, but the difference between the scores of the coupled models and uncoupled models is 479 

not very large. 480 

4 Discussion and conclusions 481 

In this study, we investigated whether using coupled atmosphere-ocean systems can reduce the summer dry bias of 482 

regional climate models over Central Europe. Simulations of two RCMs (CCLM and RCA4) in stand-alone and coupled 483 

modes were analysed in terms of long-term summer mean values over 30 years (1979–2009), weather regimes (focusing 484 
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on the Northerly Circulation Type), and extreme rainfall events. 485 

Comparisons of the coupled systems with the atmosphere-only models showed that coupling provided varying 486 

effects over the considered timescales. In terms of the long-term seasonal means, the coupled and uncoupled 487 

simulations were mostly identical, which was the case for CCLM and RCA4. However, if extreme precipitation events 488 

were considered, particularly under the Northerly Circulation Type regime, when the airflow from the North Atlantic 489 

Ocean passed the coupling domain over the North Sea, the simulations of COSTRICE 4.8 were generally more accurate 490 

than the atmosphere-only CCLM 4.8. Here, COSTRICE 4.8 provided an average reduction in the dry bias for heavy 491 

precipitation (exceeding the 90th percentile) of approximately 10% over Central Europe compared to CCLM 4.8, and 492 

the dry bias reduction increased to 38% over Poland and 30% over Germany. The benefit of coupling with COSTRICE 493 

4.8 was that the air-sea feedback (e.g., wind-evaporation-sea surface temperature) and land-sea interactions were better 494 

reproduced, which improved the large-scale moisture convergence from the sea to the land. Increased wind speeds over 495 

the sea increased the evaporation rates and latent heat energy, which further increased the wind speeds; however, 496 

intensified turbulent mixing at the sea surface from this increased wind speed generated mixed layer deepening and 497 

surface cooling (Bender et al. 1993). This sea surface cooling increased the contrast between the land and sea 498 

temperatures, and this effect, together with the increasing wind speed over the sea, intensified the large-scale moisture 499 

convergence from the North Atlantic Ocean to Central Europe in the COSTRICE model, particularly under Northerly 500 

Circulation Type conditions in summer. However, the effects of the air-sea coupling for RCA4 and CCLM 5.7 were 501 

unclear inland. The precipitation difference between RCA4 and RCA4-NEMO over Central Europe was statistically 502 

insignificant for heavy precipitation, which is consistent with the results of Gröger et al. (2015). The results were 503 

similar for CCLM 5.0. The summer dry bias was not very large in the stand-alone RCA4 and CCLM 5.0 simulations, 504 

and the coupling had no room to improve the dry bias. The coupling may have had a beneficial effect only if the 505 

atmosphere-only model, such as CCLM 4.8, had a poor performance in reproducing the summer precipitation over 506 

Central Europe because of the excessively weak large-scale moisture convergence from the nearby ocean/seas. This 507 

poor performance of CCLM 4.8 was also apparent in the coastDat2 simulation (Fig. 3) despite the higher resolution 508 

(0.22o) and the spectral nudging technique that was applied in coastDat2. 509 

In addition, the different behaviours of CCLM 4.8 and the other two RCMs (RCA4 and CCLM 5.0) may have been 510 

related to 1) the different sensitivities of the atmospheric model components to changes in the SST over the coupling 511 

domain or 2) the size and exact location of the coupling domain. First, sensitivity tests of CCLM 4.8 and CCLM 5.0 512 

showed that CCLM 5.0 provided rather stable results but CCLM 4.8 was sensitive to changes in the sponge zone width. 513 

The changes in the dynamics and physics of CCLM 5.0 improved the summer precipitation and decreased the very large 514 

positive bias in the winter mean sea level pressure in CCLM 4.8 (not shown). Thus, the older CCLM 4.8 may have 515 

simulated a regional climate that was more independent from the large-scale forcing and thus was more sensitive to 516 

changes in the SST over the coupling domain. The coupled model thereby appeared to be a better model because of the 517 

moderation of the ocean/seas on the atmosphere circulation. A detailed investigation of the effect of each difference 518 

between the two CCLM versions is beyond the scope of this study and is a subject for future work. Second, the coupling 519 

domain of COSTRICE over the North Sea extended towards the North Atlantic Ocean compared to RCA4-NEMO. 520 

Previous studies have noted the importance of the North Atlantic for the weather over Europe, particularly with respect 521 

to the NAO (Hurrell 1995, 1996; Greatbatch 2000). Folland et al. (2009) indicated that rainfall over northern European 522 

and western Central Europe was significantly negatively correlated with the summer NAO index. Therefore, changes in 523 

the SST and turbulent fluxes over the extended region of the coupling domain may have influenced the wind flow and 524 

the moisture advection from the North Atlantic Ocean as it passed from the North Sea to Central Europe because of this 525 

coupling. Under Northerly Circulation Type conditions, the northerly wind flow that prevailed over the North Atlantic 526 
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Ocean and Central Europe was strengthened; therefore, the large-scale moisture convergence over Central Europe was 527 

intensified in the coupled simulation. Consequently, the extreme summer precipitation was better reproduced by the 528 

COSTRICE model than the atmosphere-only CCLM model. Therefore, we configured RCA4-NEMO with the larger 529 

coupling domain that was used by COSTRICE to investigate whether this larger coupling domain could improve the 530 

precipitation that was simulated for Central Europe by RCA4. 531 

However, both the large-scale moisture convergence from the North Sea and North Atlantic Ocean and that from 532 

other surrounding oceans, for instance, the Mediterranean Sea in southern Europe, play an important role in generating 533 

summer extreme precipitation over Central Europe. Several studies have noted the importance of the so-called ‘Vb’ 534 

cyclone track (van Bebber 1891) for heavy precipitation events over Central Europe (e.g., Muskulus and Jacob 2005), 535 

for which the Mediterranean Sea appears to be an important moisture source. This conclusion was true for the Elbe 536 

flood, although some disagreement exists regarding the overall contribution of the associated moisture flow. Sodemann 537 

et al. (2009) identified the North Atlantic Ocean as the most important moisture source. However, other studies (e.g., 538 

Stohl and James 2004; James et al. 2004) showed that the Mediterranean Sea more strongly contributed to this event 539 

than moisture from the North Atlantic Ocean. Ho-Hagemann et al. (2015) noted that large-scale moisture convergence 540 

that originated from both the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea contributed to the heavy rainfall during 541 

phase 2 of the Oder flood event, which had a similar synoptic ‘Vb’ track as the Elbe flood. Therefore, atmosphere-542 

ocean coupling over the Mediterranean Sea was planned for inclusion in the coupled CCLM systems to further reduce 543 

the dry bias in the simulated summer precipitation over Central Europe. 544 

An issue that one should keep in mind while conducting air-sea coupling for any RCM is the potential inconsistency 545 

of SST and energy fluxes that cross the coupled domain to the uncoupled domain if a relaxation technique is not 546 

applied. For example, SSTs in TRIMNP were calculated based on fluxes from CCLM over the entire TRIMNP domain, 547 

which covered the North Atlantic until islands to the northwest and the Bay of Biscay to the southwest, the North Sea 548 

and the Baltic Sea. However, TRIMNP sent the SST to the CCLM only over the Baltic Sea, the eastern part of the North 549 

Sea, and a part of the North Atlantic Ocean along the Norwegian coast. The SST for CCLM over the remaining areas of 550 

the TRIMNP domain to the western boundary and over the area outside the TRIMNP domain was obtained from the 551 

ERA-Interim reanalysis data. Hence, SSTs in TRIMNP over the coupled area and uncoupled area may have contained a 552 

gradient because of the difference in fluxes from CCLM, which were calculated based on different SSTs. This SST 553 

gradient also caused an inconsistency when passed into CCLM. In fact, this second inconsistency exists in many current 554 

regional coupled atmosphere-ocean system models, such as COSTRICE and RCA4_NEMO-Nordic. This gradient is 555 

certainly not physical and thus should be “smoothed” using the relaxation technique, which is often applied to the 556 

sponge zone between RCM and the lateral boundary forcing. However, applying this technique to the boundary 557 

between coupled and uncoupled areas seems to be more difficult because this boundary often has a “zigzag” shape – a 558 

consequence of an interpolation of the ocean model domain (on another grid projection) to the (rotated) grid of the 559 

atmospheric model. Until now, this technique has not been implemented in any coupled model and the inconsistency 560 

remains unsolved. 561 

An additional issue that should be considered in future studies is the resolution of atmospheric models. Although 562 

CCLM 5.0 in this study provided similar results for resolutions of 0.44o and 0.22o, the analysed precipitation was the 563 

average amount over Central Europe, where the distinct orography was less important. Using a higher resolution in the 564 

CCLM is strongly recommended to improve the simulations of extreme precipitation events over Europe. We expect 565 

that the effects of coupling for extreme event simulations may be different if a higher resolution (e.g., 0.11o or higher) is 566 

used in the atmospheric model; therefore, this recommendation also applies for future COSTRICE simulations. Other 567 

approaches for extreme precipitation analysis, such as considering the return periods of extreme events or using very-568 
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high-resolution observation data (e.g., REGNI, DWD, over Germany), should be applied in future studies for such high-569 

resolution simulations. 570 

This study showed that the effect of coupling strongly depends on the considered timescales, the coupled system and 571 

the system configuration. The CCLM 4.8 simulations indicated that coupling over the North Sea and the Baltic Sea 572 

improved the simulation of summer heavy precipitation over Central Europe. The precipitation difference between the 573 

uncoupled and coupled simulations of RCA4 and CCLM 5.0 over Central Europe was, however, not very large, which 574 

may have been related to the lower sensitivity of the atmospheric model to changes in the SSTs because the 575 

atmospheric-only models were relatively stable. On the one hand, CCLM 5.0 was not sensitive to the initial conditions 576 

of the soil depth and several physical parameters at resolutions of 0.44o and 0.22o. On the other hand, CCLM 5.0 and 577 

RCA4 already exhibited rather good performance in simulating the large-scale circulation and summer precipitation 578 

over Central Europe, so not much room for improvement existed because of the use of coupled models. In addition, the 579 

smaller coupling domain over the North Sea in RCA4-NEMO than that of COSTRICE could be another reason for the 580 

small difference between the uncoupled and coupled simulations of RCA4. An ensemble of all the CCLM 4.8, CCLM 581 

5.0 and RCA4 experiments showed that the coupled models statistically had equal skill as the uncoupled models in 582 

general and better performance in reproducing extreme events in particular. This result suggests that coupled models 583 

can be an effective tool for future projections. Analyses should be conducted for several RCMs (e.g., the CCLM and 584 

RCA4) that use the same resolution, coupling domains, SST forcings, and lateral boundary conditions to obtain more 585 

robust conclusions. Subsequently, the coupling area may be varied to identify the optimal domain for climate 586 

simulations over Europe. Additionally, investigating the effect of coupling when the atmospheric and ocean forcings for 587 

RCMs are not taken from reanalysis data but from global climate model simulations should prove insightful. 588 
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List of Tables and Figures 611 

 612 

Table 1. Experiment specifications as models, resolution, period and data used here. 613 

Experiment Model Atm. Res. 

(degrees) 

Ocean 

Res. (km) 

SST over the North 

and Baltic Seas 

Data 

available 

UNCPL_HZG CCLM 4.8  0.44  ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZG COSTRICE 4.8 0.44 12.8 TRIMNP & CICE  1979-2009 

UNCPL_SMHI RCA4 0.22  ERA40 1961-2009 

CPL_SMHI RCA4-NEMO 0.22 3.7 NEMO-Nordic 1961-2009 

UNCPL_HZG 

_rlwidth 

CCLM 4.8 

4 point sponge zone 

0.44  
ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZG 

_rlwidth 

COSTRICE 4.8 

4 point sponge zone 

0.44 12.8 
TRIMNP & CICE 1979-2009 

UNCPL_HZGv5_044 CCLM 5.0  0.44  ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZGv5_044 COSTRICE 5.0 0.44 12.8 TRIMNP & CICE  1979-2009 

UNCPL_HZGv5_044 

_conf4.8 

CCLM 5.0 

Some parameters as 4.8 

0.44  
ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZGv5_044 

_conf4.8 

COSTRICE 5.0 

Some parameters as 4.8 

0.44 12.8 
TRIMNP & CICE 1979-2009 

UNCPL_HZGv5_022 CCLM 5.0 0.22  ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZGv5_022 COSTRICE 5.0 0.22 12.8 TRIMNP & CICE 1979-2009 

UNCPL_HZGv5_022 

_oldsoil 

CCLM 5.0 

old initial soil depth 

0.22  
ERA-Int 1979-2009 

CPL_HZGv5_022 

_oldsoil 

COSTRICE 5.0 

old initial soil depth 

0.22 12.8 
TRIMNP & CICE 1979-2009 

 614 

615 
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 616 

Table 2. Different settings of CCLM 4.8 and CCLM 5.0. 617 

Parameters Definition CCLM 4.8 CCLM 5.0 

rlam_heat Scaling factor for the thickness of the laminar boundary 

layer for heat 

1.0 0.5249 

tkhmin Minimal diffusion coefficients for heat active in stable 

boundary layer conditions 

0.1 0.35 

tkmmin Minimal diffusion coefficients for momentum active in 

stable boundary layer conditions 

0.1 1.0 

entr_sc Entrainment rate for shallow convection 0.003 0.002 

uc1 Variables for computing the rate of cloud cover in the 

unsaturated case 

0.8 0.0626 

v0snow Factor in the terminal velocity for snow. 15 20 

fac_rootdp2 Uniform multiplication factor for the prescribed root depth 

values 

1 0.9 

soilhyd Uniform multiplication factor for hydraulic conductivity 

and diffusivity in the soil 

1 1.62 

itype_bbc_w Option for choosing bottom boundary condition for 

vertical wind 

- 1 

itype_fast_wave Parameter to select the treatment of fast waves 1 1 (modified) 

itype_evsl Parameter to select the type of parameterization for 

evaporation of bare soil 

2 (BATS) 3 (ISBA) 

itype_root Parameter to select the type of root distribution 1 2 (Exponential) 

itype_heatcond Parameter to select the type of soil heat conductivity 1 2 

limpltkediff Switch to include horizontal turbulent diffusion if .TRUE.  - .FALSE. 

618 
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 619 

Table 3. Means (mm/day) and the 90th and 95th percentiles (i.e., PC90 and PC95; mm/day) of the daily summer 620 

precipitation averaged over Central Europe for the period from 1986–2009 for the E-OBS data and the experiments. 621 

Data Mean PC90 PC95 

E-OBS 2.54 6.14 7.90 

UNCPL_HZG 1.68 4.81 6.67 

CPL_HZG 1.75 5.03 6.78 

coastDat2 1.73 4.55 5.97 

UNCPL_SMHI 2.83 6.80 8.55 

CPL_SMHI 2.80 6.68 8.20 

 622 

Table 4. Statistical scores (ME, MAE, RMSE, Correlation coefficient Corr.) of the ensemble mean of 6 uncoupled 623 

(UNCPL) and 6 coupled (CPL) experiments of CCLM against the E-OBS data of the daily summer precipitation 624 

averaged over Central Europe for very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type in JJA 1986–2009. In “()” is values 625 

of the ensemble including the SMHI’s simulations. 626 

E-OBS (mean = 8.06) UNCPL CPL 

Mean 5.56 (5.67) 5.79 (5.82) 

ME -2.50 (-2.39) -2.27 (-2.24) 

MAE 2.84 (2.77) 2.72 (2.69) 

RMSE 3.63 (3.52) 3.41 (3.38) 

Corr. 0.67 (0.67) 0.71 (0.70) 

 627 

628 
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 629 

Fig. 1 Integration domain of the CCLM (whole domain), including the sponge zone (grey area), TRIMNP (dark-blue 630 
and light-blue), and CICE (light-blue). Central Europe is marked by the red box. 631 

 632 
Fig. 2 Seasonal mean of the observation (the first column) and biases (four next columns) of experiments to the 633 
observation of (a) mean sea-level pressure against the ERA-Int data, (b) air temperature at a 2 m height against the E-634 
OBS data, (c) sea surface temperature against the OISSTv2 data, and (d) precipitation against the E-OBS data averaged 635 
for summer (JJA) for the period 1986–2009. Grey colour denotes missing values. 636 
  637 
Fig. 3 Daily precipitation (mm/day) of the E-OBS data and various experiments for six circulation types for very wet 638 
days. Data are averaged over Central Europe (see Fig. 1) for the summer months (JJA) from 1986–2009. Numbers in “[ 639 
]” on the x-axis show the number of days that the circulation type was observed. 640 
 641 
Fig. 4 Daily mean of the observation (the first column) and biases (four next columns) of experiments to the 642 
observation of (a) mean sea-level pressure against the ERA-Int data, (b) sea surface temperature against the OISSTv2 643 
data, and (c) precipitation against the E-OBS data averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for the Northerly 644 
Circulation Type. Grey colour denotes missing values. 645 
 646 
Fig. 5 Differences in the (a) daily mean SST (K), (b) wind speed (m/s), (c) precipitable water (mm/day) and (d) 647 
precipitation (mm/day) between the CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for 648 
the Northerly Circulation Type. 649 
 650 
Fig. 6 Differences in the (a) daily mean SST (K), (b) wind speed (m/s), (c) precipitable water (mm/day) and (d) 651 
precipitation (mm/day) between CPL_SMHI and UNCPL_SMHI, averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for 652 
the Northerly Circulation Type. Grey colour denotes missing values. 653 
 654 
Fig. 7 Air-sea feedback and interaction diagram. For each arrow, the initial status indicates that the source quantity is 655 
increasing, and the sign (- or +) indicates the changing tendency of the target quantity. Colours denote the group of 656 
changes or states over sea (blue), land (brown) and the land-sea interactions (green). 657 
 658 
Fig. 8 Daily precipitation differences (mm/day) between the coupled and uncoupled CCLM (top row) and RCA4 659 
(bottom row) for summer (JJA) for the period 1986–2009. The left column shows the difference in heavy precipitation 660 
(exceeds the 90th percentile). White colour denotes missing values. The right column shows only the differences that are 661 
significant at the 95% confidence level (tested with a 2-sided t-test). (a) For the entire time series; and (b) for the 662 
Northerly Circulation Type. 663 
  664 
Fig. 9 Daily precipitation (mm/day) of the E-OBS data (light-blue bars), uncoupled (blue triangles) and coupled (red 665 
asterisks) simulations averaged for Central Europe for 98 very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type in JJA 1986-666 
2009. (a) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v4.8; (b) Ensemble of UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v4.8; (c) UNCPL_SMHI 667 
and CPL_SMHI; (d) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v5.0 on 0.44o grid; (e) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v5.0 on 0.22o 668 
grid; (f) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG ensemble mean.  669 
 670 
Fig. 10 Daily precipitation bias (mm/day) of the ensemble of 7 uncoupled CCLMs (blue) and 7 coupled CCLMs (red) 671 
against the E-OBS data averaged for Central Europe for 98 very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type in JJA 672 
1986-2009. The shaded areas show ranges between minimum and maximum biases of the ensemble. The solid lines 673 
display the mean bias of the ensemble. (a) Including the SMHI’s simulations; (b) Excluding the SMHI’s simulations. 674 
 675 
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 857 

Fig.1 Integration domain of the CCLM (whole domain), including the sponge zone (grey area), TRIMNP (dark-blue and 858 
light-blue), and CICE (light-blue). Central Europe is marked by the red box. 859 

860 
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1986–2009 | JJA | “all days” 861 
(a) 862 

 863 
(b) 864 

 865 
(c) 866 

 867 
 (d) 868 

 869 
 870 
Fig.2 Seasonal mean of the observation (the first column) and biases (four next columns) of experiments to the 871 
observation of (a) mean sea-level pressure against the ERA-Int data, (b) air temperature at a 2 m height against the E-872 
OBS data, (c) sea surface temperature against the OISSTv2 data, and (d) precipitation against the E-OBS data averaged 873 
for summer (JJA) for the period 1986–2009. Grey colour denotes missing values. 874 
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 875 
Fig.3 Daily precipitation (mm/day) of the E-OBS data and various experiments for six circulation types for very wet 876 
days. Data are averaged over Central Europe (see Fig. 1) for the summer months (JJA) from 1986–2009. Numbers in “[ 877 
]” on the x-axis show the number of days that the circulation type was observed. 878 
 879 

 880 

881 
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1986–2009 | JJA | the Northerly Circulation Type | “very wet days” 882 
(a) 883 

 884 
(b) 885 

 886 
(c) 887 

  888 
 889 

Fig.4 Daily mean of the observation (the first column) and biases (four next columns) of experiments to the observation 890 
of (a) mean sea-level pressure against the ERA-Int data, (b) sea surface temperature against the OISSTv2 data, and (c) 891 
precipitation against the E-OBS data averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for the Northerly Circulation 892 
Type. Grey colour denotes missing values. 893 

 894 

 895 

 896 
 897 

898 
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l(a)  899 

 900 
Surface temperature (K) 901 

 902 
(b) 903 

 904 
Wind_10M (m/s) (vector is UNCPL_HZG’s Wind_10m) 905 

 906 
(c)  907 

 908 
Precipitable water (mm/day) 909 

 910 
(d)  911 

 912 
Precipitation (mm/day) 913 

 914 

Fig.5 Differences in the (a) daily mean SST (K), (b) wind speed (m/s), (c) precipitable water (mm/day) and (d) 915 
precipitation (mm/day) between the CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for 916 
the Northerly Circulation Type. 917 

918 
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(a)  919 

 920 
Surface temperature (K) 921 

 922 
(b)  923 

 924 
Wind_10M (m/s) (vector is UNCPL_SMHI’s Wind_10m) 925 

 926 
(c)  927 

 928 
Precipitable water (mm/day) 929 

 930 
(d)  931 

 932 
Precipitation (mm/day) 933 

 934 

Fig.6 Differences in the (a) daily mean SST (K), (b) wind speed (m/s), (c) precipitable water (mm/day) and (d) 935 
precipitation (mm/day) between CPL_SMHI and UNCPL_SMHI, averaged for very wet days in JJA for 1986–2009 for 936 
the Northerly Circulation Type. Grey colour denotes missing values. 937 

 938 

 939 
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 940 

 941 
 942 

Fig.7 Air-sea feedback and interaction diagram. For each arrow, the initial status indicates that the source quantity is 943 
increasing, and the sign ( or +) indicates the changing tendency of the target quantity. Colours denote the group of 944 
changes or states over sea (blue), land (brown) and the land-sea interactions (green). 945 

  946 
947 
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               (a) 948 

 949 
 950 

               (b) 951 

 952 
 953 

Fig.8 Daily precipitation differences (mm/day) between the coupled and uncoupled CCLM (top row) and RCA4 954 
(bottom row) for summer (JJA) for the period 1986–2009. The left column shows the difference in heavy precipitation 955 
(exceeds the 90th percentile). White colour denotes missing values. The right column shows only the differences that are 956 
significant at the 95% confidence level (tested with a 2-sided t-test). (a) For the entire time series; and (b) for the 957 
Northerly Circulation Type. 958 

959 
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(a) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG (v4.8, res. 0.44o) 960 

 961 
(b) Ensemble of UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG (v4.8, res. 0.44o) 962 

 963 
(c) UNCPL_SMHI and CPL_SMHI 964 

 965 
966 
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(d) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG (v5.0, res. 0.44o) 967 

 968 
(e) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG (v5.0, res. 0.22o) 969 

 970 
(f) Ensemble mean of all UNCPL & CPL 971 

 972 
Fig.9 Daily precipitation (mm/day) of the E-OBS data (light-blue bars), uncoupled (blue triangles) and coupled (red 973 
asterisks) simulations averaged for Central Europe for 98 very wet days of the Northerly Circulation Type in JJA 1986-974 
2009. (a) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v4.8; (b) Ensemble of UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v4.8; (c) UNCPL_SMHI 975 
and CPL_SMHI; (d) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v5.0 on 0.44o grid; (e) UNCPL_HZG and CPL_HZG v5.0 on 0.22o 976 
grid; (f) Ensemble mean of all UNCPL and CPL experiments. 977 
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(a) Ensemble of UNCPL & CPL, including SMHI’s simulations 978 

 979 
 980 

(b) Ensemble of UNCPL & CPL, excluding SMHI’s simulations 981 

 982 
 983 

Fig.10 Daily precipitation bias (mm/day) of the ensemble of all uncoupled CCLMs (blue) and coupled CCLMs (red) 984 
experiments against the E-OBS data averaged for Central Europe for 98 very wet days of the Northerly Circulation 985 
Type in JJA 1986-2009. The shaded areas show ranges between minimum and maximum biases of the ensemble. The 986 
solid lines display the mean bias of the ensemble. (a) Including the SMHI’s simulations; (b) Excluding the SMHI’s 987 
simulations. 988 

989 
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Appendix A: Differences in the (a) MSLP (Pa), (b) T_2M (K), (c) T_2M-T_S (K; atm-ocn), (d) moisture convergence 990 

(mm/day), (e) sensible heat flux (W/m2) and (f) latent heat flux (W/m2) between the CPL_HZG and UNCPL_HZG 991 

averaged for very wet days in JJA from 1986–2009 for the Northerly Circulation Type. 992 

a) 993 

 994 
Mean sea level pressure (Pa) 995 

 996 
b)  997 

 998 
Air Temperature at 2m height (K) 999 

 1000 
c)  1001 

 1002 
T_2M-T_S (K) 1003 

 1004 
1005 
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d)  1006 

 1007 
Moisture convergence (mm/day) 1008 

 1009 
e)  1010 

 1011 
Sensible heat flux (W/m2) 1012 

 1013 
f)  1014 

 1015 
Latent heat flux (W/m2) 1016 

 1017 
 1018 

 1019 
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